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This information is for limited distribution to
those with a

NEED TO KNOW
and should not be forwarded outside your

agency or organization without prior
clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident Team
(b)(6)
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DOE/NNSA Objective

Objective: Collect data and provide measurement
results and technical advice on radioactive
contamination and radiation exposure:
- In support of the State Department in advising American citizens

on protective action and evacuation guidelines

- In support of DoD in its efforts to safely conduct humanitarian
assistance/disaster relief operations and advice on
departure/return of military dependents

- In support of the Government of Japan (GOJ) in producing
guidelines on relocation and use of agricultural lands



Current Status

TEPCO plans to begin spraying a chemical hardening agent on top of debris near the reactor
buildings on April 26

TEPCO reports that radioactive water levels at the No. 2 reactor remain unchanged despite
efforts to move the highly radioactive water from the tunnel to a temporary storage
facility. As of 0700 JST on April 26, it was 89 centimeters below the top of the tunnel.

TEPCO reports that contaminated water levels are rising in the tunnels at the No.3 and
No.4 reactors. The water level in the tunnel of the No. 3 reactor rose to 99 centimeters
below the surface as of 1800 on April 25. The water level in the basement of the No.3
reactor's turbine building also rose by 10 centimeters over 3 days. The water level in the
No. 4 reactor's turbine building rose by 20 centimeters in 10 days. TEPCO says water used
to cool the No. 3 reactor could be leaking into No. 4 as their turbine buildings are
connected.

. TEPCO is preparing to fill the No. 1 reactor with water. Robots are being used to check for
leakage and other damage in the building, in preparation for increasing the current water
feed of 6 tons per hour to a maximum of 14 tons. TEPCO plans to fill the No. 1 reactor and
its container with water by mid-July. The increased flow, if no issues are encountered,
should begin April 27. However NISA has already announced that water leakage will likely
be found, affecting the plans to flood the reactor.

, TEPCO is rewiring the power grid at its Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant to secure the
electricity supply in case of another strong quake
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DOE/NNSA Emergency Response

Command, Control, Coordination:
- Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall response
- Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
- Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams Deployed * (33)
- Liaisons: DART

Modeling and Assessment Yokota AB
- NationalAtmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): Conducting (1) SEO

predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling
- Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT)**: Providing scientific (1) SEQ Staff

assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (29) Field Monitoring

Field Monitoring
- Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT)**: Conducting US Embassy Tokyo

ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis (2) DART LNO
- Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for mapping

radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 *The number deployed does notcurrently
Rotary reflect DOE/NNSA personnel assisting in

Sampling and Lab Analysis nuclear energy (NE) aspects of the response.

- Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs (LLNL & LANL):
Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis

- Savannah River Site (SRS)**: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil
samples

Medical Consultation
- Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS):

Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

**Augmented by personnelfrom the DOE/NNSA

RadiologicalAssistance Program (RAP) -OFFGAWuSEOr~tY-5



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

Bilateral Coordination

- Coordinated GOJ-USG meeting to discuss transition of AMS
e GOJ attendees: MEXT and MOD

- DOE Field Operations assigned scientific and data support to
collaborate directly with GOJ/MEXT for the production of
joint data products resulting from monitoring operations
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

, Aerial Monitoring Operations
AMS C-12: Started the C-12 Flight 1 and 2 boxes in the 60 km to
80 km arc south west of the Fukushima-Daiichi plant at 2000ft
AGL and 1 mile line spacing. (weather delayed today's flights -
still out on mission @ time of SITREP)
AMS UH-i: Started the UH-1 Flight box in the 60 km to 80 km
arc south of Natori at lO00ft AGL and 2000 foot line spacing

, Field Monitoring Operations
- Conducted beta/gamma surveys and mobile surveys in sector

one (within 60- 80 km ring)

- Replaced one unit in the EWA system at Uchigo

- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at Yokota AB
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

, Modeling and Assessment
- NARAC continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess

time correlated deposition, conduct trend analysis, and correlate dose
rate measurements with actual weather patterns

, Sampling and Analysis
- Continued CMHT analysis of air samples processed at GEL Laboratory
- Prioritized soil samples for analysis at Savannah River Site

- LLNL prepared to receive swipe samples for future analyses

. Medical Consult
- Nothing substantive to report

, Nuclear Incident Team
Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets
to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
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Infield Monitoring System
Live Status Board
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Data Inputs

o Monitoring
- 425 hours total flying time for Aerial

Measuring System (AMS) fixed and rotary-
wing

- 203,505 total field measurements taken by
DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and
deployed teams

° Sampling
595 total air samples taken at US facilities
throughout Japan for lab analysis in US

115 total in situ ground spectra taken
throughout Japan for lab analysis in US

96 Japan soil samples received, inprocessed,
and being prepared by SRS Environmental
Lab for analysis

s Shipped 19 soil samples to SRS
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*Guide to Interpretation
BAreas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and
sampling should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of
contamination of agricultural products grown in these areas

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical
background

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the
radioactive material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these
areas may be warranted.

Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue,

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

. .... .. .. . ... .. i
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

M First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during

the first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not
an urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by
orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the
second year DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in

the second year 'or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until
radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations accountfor multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days

following its release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents
would accumulate the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2
years, 50 years).
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Sheltering Assumptions No Shelterinq Assumptions
- 40% dose reduction factor for spending 16 hours a day inside no dose reduction factor for time spent indoors
a wooden house and 8 hours outside takes into account radioactive decay of the source material

- takes into account radioactive decay of the source material includes the effects of external radiation due to material
* includes the effects of external radiation due to material deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended
deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended 0 10 20 30 radioactive particles
radioactive particles riomtes,
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7Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
L Assessment

@ An assessment of measurements gathered through 20 April
continues to show:
- Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles

- Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since
20 March

s An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 20 April shows:
- Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation
- All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 -R/hr- a

level that poses no known health risk
- Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in

deposited radiation are anticipated

...... ..... ..... 1
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Forecast Weather
April 27, 2011 (JST)

04/27/1104:00 JST 04/27/1112:00 JST 04/27/1120:00 JST
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Planned Operations: Next 24 Hrs

, Field Monitoring (Aerial)
- Operational priority: Re-fly areas of highest deposition to

confirm no new releases and monitor decay
e AMS C-12: Weather and winds permitting, will complete the C-12

Flight l and 2 boxes in the 60 km to 80 km arc south west of the
Fukushima-Daiichi plant at 2000ft AGL and 1 mile line spacing

# AMS UH-1: Weather and winds permitting, will complete the UH-1
Flight box in the 60 km to 80 km arc south of Natori at lO00ft AGL and
2000ft line spacing

* Field Monitoring (Ground)
- Conduct beta/gamma surveys, mobile surveys, in situ

measurements, and collect soil samples inside the 30 km to 80
km area south of Natori, This will require an overnight stay to
provide required survey time.

- Shutdown and collect the air sampler at the Yokosuka Naval
Base

... . ... ... 2L
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Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 27, 2011 Operational Period
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DOE will produce only one SITREP per day which will be transmitted at 0600.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

27 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

Yellow highlghhtpd text indicates upates to this ýverisioi. Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading. Each entry is
labeled with the source or the time and date of the latest SITREP that updated the
information. Less frequent information updates are available from Japanese agencies.

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC -4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Pei N1I K. TEPCO sta.rted tests on Wedriesday for mo(~re water injection into Nos.
and 3. TEPCO began pumnping more water into the ~No. I reator, in order to monitor
chanLges In water depth in the containment vessel and checkfor leakage. The test is part
o~f the plan to fill the No I anid 3 reactorscotainment vessels with water by July, to cool
the fuielrods in a stable manner (0600 4/27 SITREP)

Per NHK, Water inay be leaking fr0om the No.4 reactor fuel pool More than 1,500
spent fuel rods aristred•• .in the pool, th• largest numberat the sIt..e .TPCO has poured
between 140 to 210 tons .fw aterovoer eacho•ofthe last few days. T: d " compan found that
water fevels inthe pool were 10to 4 ntimeters lowerthanexpected spite the water
injections, The walls of the reactor uilding supporting the poo w severely damaged
by a hydrogen explosion last month. TEPCOi says the poolia i~hl4c 'been damaged by
the bast as well. (0600 4/27 SITREP)

Training on Talon robot and cameras. Pe Embassy Tokyo SiationRepor of 26
April, Idaho National Laborator botics experts, TEPCO METI and DOE held
discussihons Aprl 25 to review the training on the Talon robot and gamma cameras
provided by DOE's INT Final checkseof the system 'areseheduled on/about April 28
with deplopyment to the ~Fikushiia Daiichi N4Pi begiimin~g April 30 Post has assembled

.,aBilatcral Assistance Coordin~ation Cell (BACC), which, through a series of regular
meetuigs with GOJ officials receives, vets, and ~responds to GOJ requiestsfor assistance
and presentsU.S- Government (USG) offers of nuclear support. (0600 4/27 SITREP)

Per NHK, TEPCO has prioritized the operation to transport water from No 2
reactor. The level of water has not changed but the level of radiation there is especially
high and the contaminated water is hampering other work. The water level at Unit #2 is
reported as 89 cm below the top of the tunnel. TEPCO has set the standard of one meter
below the top of the tunnel as the point at which it should begin to remove contaminated
water. More details in Media Reports. (0600 4/26 SITREP)

OFFIIALUSEONLY
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TEPCO discloses map of radiation levels at the damaged Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear plant. Radiation levels around Unit 3 reactor building, damaged by a hydrogen
explosion, are higher than other locations; 300 mSv/hr was detected in debris on a nearby
mountainside. http://www.nisa.meti.go.jp/english/files/en20110423-6.html (NHK and
Kyodo). (0600 4/25 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update:

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data Assessment
" Assessment of measurements gathered through 20 April continues to show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles.

" Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 20
March

" An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in
the Tokyo area through 20 April shows:
o Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
o All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 ýLR/hr - a level

that poses no known health risk
o Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in

deposited radiation are anticipated

Recent events of past 24 hours: (0600 4/27 SITREP)

Bilateral Coordination:
- 4Crhducte-d (GOJ-FJS'ieeti to discaiotransitiofN

G* O attendees MOD, a
SUSGaeea:rDOS, DOE, and D...

- Attended Radiaion Monitoring Sib-WG, with MIXT S O
Aeria Provided Infield gMOra onitoring i i
- ABC vie~ved DOE eopCaiiiWn~erihtet &se~nior mnd scientific

leadership at Yokotag

Aerial Monitoring Operations:
2 ght I anid2 6xesin the'6O)km to

'khxarc soth wst of the Fikushirna-Danichi plant at 2000ft AQJ.L and. 1
mile line, spacing (weather delayed today's flbghis)

-~ AIyS UH- G Continued~the HlfI Vlght box In th 60 km to 80 k~nare
south of Natori at 1000ft AGL. ahd 2000 foot line spacing

Field Monitoring Operations:

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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-¾Conducted beta.,gami•, ip•sueysnbile surveys, in situ measuiremnemnts
and collected soil samp insidethe 30 Ii to 80 km area smutho-f'Natorl
Thine team will stay ovemignt•in I:N hoainatsu to urop retu ire

-Shutdowiin and collected the airsamjpler at the Yokosuka N~aval Base
-: Contilue monitonng actlvi'es attthe CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and the

Planned operations over the next 24 hours: (060 4/27SITPEP)

Field Monitoring (Aerial)

Operational priority: Re-fly areas of highest deposition to confirm no new
releases and monitor decay

AMS (- 12: No AMSflights dueAo other missions
-~ ANIS ULl -I Wý_ath,,r and winds perifttng, satthe 4Yjhigh riýslutloi

Survey areas Iin the 60 k im to W km arc cest to nortl• estof the
Fukushima Daiichi NPP a.t lOO0ft AGL and 2000 fo-ot Inespacmg

Field Monitoring (Ground)

Conduti becamma sureyý,moblie sres ;inmsitu measuremenitsand
c r~ollecsol pies inside the 0 •km•lto SO kmareasouth of Nat6ri T

teani a rlh iihonma to provide required•survy tinme
Conduct bctiamrima surveys, mobilesurveyin situ measurements, an
czollcct soif sample as aponateutside the 80 kmn ring in tbe valleypeas appropprate ]

surrounding the Tohoku Expressway near Kuroiso
Continu ioring a ite at the CM OC atOCtYokota AB and the
Embassy

Updates by Reactor Unit (0600 4/27 SITREP)

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor
o Per JAIF at 1 100 .T 4/26, reactor parameters are: RPV Temp 137.7 C at

feedwater nozzle, RPV pressure (A) 4A5,5 MPaG, (B3) 1. 1808N!•aG, water level
(A)71.65 (B) -1.65 meters below the top of the fuel rods. Containment vessel
pressure 0.150 MPa aibs. SFP tempqf ture! unknwn, 20.5

o Per IAEA at 1!800 UTC 26 kpnri fresh water is being continuously injected into
the reactor pressure vessel through the feedwater line at an indicated flow rate of
6 m3 /h.

o Per IAEA at 1800 UTC2.6 April, Nitrogen gas continues to be injected into the
Unit 1 Containment Vessel.

o Unit #1 contains 292 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor

anPdr 10 M/0 JS'4/26, reactor parameters are: RPV temperature 120.5 C
and the feed water nozzle, RPV pressure (A) 0.016 MPaG, (B3) .025 MPaG.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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water level (A) -•. (B) -2,0 meters below the top of the fuel rods. Containment
vessel pressure 0.080 MPa abs. SF.Ptempe itire,:is 70.0 TC.

o Per IAEA at 1$0•0 I3 2•6 April, fresh water injection into the RPV is ongoing
at 7.0 m 3/h.

o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o<:er JAIF at 0900 JS26 April, reactor parameters are: RPV temperature,82.5 C

at the feedwater nozzle, RPV pressure (A) -0.055 MPaG, (C) -0.0898MPaG.
water level (A) -1.85 (B) -2.25 meters below the top of the fuel rods;
containment vessel pressure 0. 10 4 1, l b;

o..Per IAEA at l1•8004 .~pC Ajpril, &fesh water injection ongoing at '.0 Miri/h
o SFP Temperature is 47 e

o Unit #3 SFP contains 514 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
PerTEPCO, at 4:50 pmi toniApril 26th, ,prayi terbthe conerete pumPmg

v~ehicle to the spen ti pool obl'Uni 4 wasfrstar~ted and finished at S: 35 ~ppn onl the
same : day, last porteteriu was8.3'C, upApril25 (JSTh)

o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.

o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel
assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake. •
o Pcr JAIF, as of Q0,0P JST 2-5 April, h&'Sf P waber emupvas37.3""C.
o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.

"Per JAIFof 10 S26ApiFPwtrtemp was 36.0'C.
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o No change in condition/status several days.
o Temperature was about 27.5 'C as of 0800 JST on 25 April.

" Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o No change in condition/status several days.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.iaif.or.ip/english/

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html
http://www.iaea.orE/
http://www.mext.go.ip/english/
https://iportalwc.doe.gov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/english/
http://www.fepc.or.jp/english/
http://english.kvodonews. ip/
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

Nothing new.

Bilateral Coordination

Nikionline report ofUtS DOE cowideringmobifizing its~ nuclear •experts to offer
assistancein contai othe crisis WaIt

onlnetatUS Oisonsidering iobiiigmanpo&er andotherresourcesat state-run
nucle&-related instituntions and laboratories including Los Alamos National Lab, in ord
to bell) Japan resolve the Fuku-shima nuclear crisis. The daily speculated that the
depjartmnent is mulling the dispatch of teams, of experts on decontamti n)nation and other
uiuclearmpects, with an eye on the future decommissioning of the crippled reactors The
daily said the U.S.'s unusual level of nuclear a.ssistance to Japani is likely toczontinue For
sevcral years to come, adding that it s quite urmusual for the ~USG to moibilize its atomnic-
related national entities simultaneusl for the purpose of • leaingwith a nuclear acciden• .
It fedicted that some 1 00 Ameican nucle~ar enineer- and experts, including those from
the. NRC, will b regularly snt to Japan in iorder tccope with the Fu.k1ushlipa crisis.
(0600 4/27> SITREP)

Media Reports

April27 New York Times CltureofComplicity Tied to Stricken Nuclear Plant.
Given the fierce Insularity of Japan's nuclear indust-y, it was perhapsfitting that an
outsider exposed the most serious safety coverLup intheStory ofJaanesex iclear
power It took place at Fukushima Daiichi the plant that Japan has b;eensruggiig to get
uinder control since last month's earthquake and tsunami. In 2000, Kei Sugacka, a
Jpis mencan nuclear inspectorho had done work for General Electric at Daiic•j,
toldJapan's mainnuclearregulator abuta cracked steam dryerithat he belie ed was
beingconcealed. If exposed, therevelations couldhave forced the operator, Tokyo
Electric Power, to do Wha utilities least want to do: under take costly repairs.
Whathappened next was an example, crit bav ince said, ofthecollusive ties that
bind. the nation's nuclear power companies, :rcgulators and politician.DeptiaDe a
shieldinig whistle-bloes tefi rc ator, theNuclear and Industrial Safety Agency,
divulged Mr. Sugaoka's idenwytilfo Tok~yo Electric, effectively blackballing hirr frori thQ
industry4 Instead of iminfediatcfy depI6vinogiits own investi ators to Dalichiteaec
insn~Pictd theompany to inspect its own rIe~actors. Regulators allowed the company to

OFFICIA•L USE ONLY
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keep operatig its reactors for the next two years eVelntlhiughM1i • i:n gati6or ultimna tely
revealed, its executives had actually hiddlen iother, far .. more seiiouý, problems, including
cracks in the shrouds that cover reactor, cores. (0600 ,4/27 SI1TREP)

Apl 2'7, Kyodo4 News, Big tank may be set up under Fukushima plant to store
tainted water. P:rnme Minister NaotoKan isconsideringsetting up a big underground
tan•hin the compound of the radiation-spewing Fukushima Dajichi nuclear plangtto
prevent :ontam inated water-from :spilling into the seaafishery official said Wednesday.
"There~ is abdok4 ecsunder~ground. The government has found that no tainted
water will seep below (the bedrock) and is consieringLbiiilding a tanik there," Ik-uhiro
Hattori, who beads the National Fe derationof isheres Cooperatives Associations,
quoted Kan assayfinp Hattori talked to the pre~ss af-ter he and other executivso h
federation held talksý with Kan, during which they lodged a protest agavesto the
government for allovlng the nuce[ar plant's operator to release Iarge amount of

radioactive water into the Pacific caan in early April.

April 26, NHK, Official: Fukushima radiation release falling. Japan's Nuclear Safety
Commission estimates the amount of radioactive release from the Fukushima Daiichi
power plant at around 1 terabecquerels per hour as of Sunday. A government advisor says
he thinks the amount is gradually falling. The commission announced its latest estimate
on Monday, and compared the level to the 154 terabecquerels per day on April 5th.
Kenkichi Hirose, a Cabinet Office advisor in charge of the Nuclear Safety Commission,
told reporters that he believes the amount of radioactive release has been declining
judging from the current conditions of the plant. Radioactivity is measured in becquerels,
and a trillion becquerels is a terabecquerel. A huge amount of becquerels does not
automatically translate into a similar level of sieverts, which is a unit for measuring the
likely medical impact of the radiation on an individual. When Japan raised the severity
rating of the Fukushima nuclear disaster on April 12th, the commission announced its
estimate that 630,000 terabecquerels of radiation had been released into the atmosphere
from March 11 th till April 5th. At that time, the Japanese Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency offered its own calculation of 370,000 terabecquerels. The agency said its
estimate is about one-tenth of what was released in the 10 days following the Chernobyl
accident on April 26th, 1986, and the Nuclear Safety Commission's estimate is even
higher. The figures for Fukushima involve radioactive iodine 131 and cesium 137.
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/26 I .html (0600 4/26 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500
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Watch Schedule

April 26
Regina Carter
Bob Boudreau

April 27
Chris Behan
Matt Hutmaker

0400-0800

0400-0800
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This information is for limited distribution to
those with a

NEED TO KNOW
and should not be forwarded outside your

agency or organization without prior
clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident Team
(b)(6)
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DOE/NNSA Objective

Objective: Collect data and provide measurement
results and technical advice on radioactive
contamination and radiation exposure:
- In support of the State Department in advising American citizens

on protective action and evacuation guidelines

- In support of DoD in its efforts to safely conduct humanitarian
assistance/disaster relief operations and advice on
departure/return of military dependents

- In support of the Government of Japan (GOJ) in producing
guidelines on relocation and use of agricultural lands

Desired End-state: Successful transfer of supplementary equipment and
expert~ise to GOJ to facilitate large-scale, ong-term mionitoring and sampling

efforts; DOE/NNSA pro vides intermhediate.ass~istanceinthe form. of reachfbac
and laboratory. anlsssuppoto GOJ and Do.D.

-OFRC~USLUNtY



4Current Status

TEPCO started tests on Wednesday for more water injection into Nos. l and 3. TEPCO
began pumping more water into the No. 1 reactor in order to monitor changes in water
depth in the containment vessel and check for leakage. The test is part of the plan to fill
the No 1 and 3 reactors containment vessels with water by July, to cool the fuel rods in a
stable manner.

o Water may be leaking from the No. 4 reactor fuel pool. TEPCO has poured between 140 to
210 tons of water over each of the last few days. The company found that water levels in
the pool were 10 to 40 centimeters lower than expected despite the water injections.

° TEPCO reports that radioactive water levels at the No. 2 reactor remain unchanged despite
efforts to move the highly radioactive water from the tunnel to a temporary storage
facility. As of 0700 JST on April 26, it was 89 centimeters below the top of the tunnel.

* TEPCO reports that contaminated water levels are rising in the tunnels at the No.3 and
No.4 reactors. The water level in the tunnel of the No. 3 reactor rose to 99 centimeters
below the surface as of 1800 on April 25. The water level in the basement of the No.3
reactor's turbine building also rose by 10 centimeters over 3 days. The water level in the
No. 4 reactor's turbine building rose by 20 centimeters in 10 days.

o TEPCO is rewiring the power grid at its Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant to secure the

electricity supply in case of another strong quake

4
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DOE/NNSA Emergency Response

Command, Control, Coordination:
- Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall response
- Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
- Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams Deployed* (32)
- Liaisons: DART

Modeling and Assessment Yokota AB
- NationalAtmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): Conducting (1) SEO

predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SEO Staff
- Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT)**: Providing scientific (1) SeQ Staff

assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (27) Field Monitoring

* Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
- Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT)**: Conducting (3 DaRT [o

ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis (3) DART LNO
- Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for mapping

radiological ground material deposits, Currently 2 platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 *Thenumberdeployed does not currently
Rotary reflect DOE/NNSA personnel assisting in

* Sampling and Lab Analysis nuclear energy (NE) aspects of the response.

- Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs (LLNL & LANL):
Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis

- Savannah River Site (SRS)**: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil
samples

* Medical Consultation
- Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REACITS):

Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

**Augmented by personnelfrom the DOE/NNSA O

Radiological Assistance Program (RAP)



* Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

Bilateral Coordination
- Conducted GOJ-USG meeting to discuss transition of AMS

# GOJ attendees: MOD, MEXT, and NUSTEC

# USG attendees: DOS, DOE, and DoD

- Attended Radiation Monitoring Sub-WG with MEXT, US DOE

- Provided Infield Monitoring System (IMS) access to GOJ
ministries

- ABC viewed DOE operations and interviewed senior and
scientific leadership at Yokota

- DOE Field Operations assigned scientific and data support to
collaborate directly with GOJ/MEXT for the production of
joint data products resulting from monitoring operations



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

, Aerial Monitoring Operations
- AMS C-12: Continued the C-12 Flight l and 2 boxes in the 60 km to 80

km arc south west of the Fukushima-Daiichi plant at 2000ft AGL and 1
mile line spacing (weather delayed today's flights)

- AMS UH-I: Continued the UH-l Flight box in the 60 km to 80 km arc
south of Natori at 1000ft AGL and 2000 foot line spacing

* Field Monitoring Operations
- Conducted beta/gamma surveys, mobile surveys, in situ

measurements, and collected soil samples inside the 30 km to 80 km
area south of Natori. The team will stay overnight in Nihonmatsu to
provide required survey time.

- Shutdown and collected the air sampler at the Yokosuka Naval Base
- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and the

Embassy

-UUScktýY-



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

e Modeling and Assessment
- NARAC continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess

time correlated deposition, conduct trend analysis, and correlate dose
rate measurements with actual weather patterns

s Sampling and Analysis
- Continued CMHT analysis of air samples processed at GEL Laboratory

- Prioritized soil samples for analysis at Savannah River Site

- LLNL received three shipments of swipe samples on 4/26

* Medical Consult
- Nothing substantive to report

@ Nuclear Incident Team
- Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets

to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

OFFICIAL USE ON~i



Infield Monitoring System
Live Status Board

Japa Inil Moiorn Syste Infield Monitoring System

# An array of sodium iodide
radiation detectors placed
at key locations, as
identifed by the green dots,
around Fukushima Daiichi

# The Infield Monitoring
System detects changes in
radiation levels

+ IMS iscontinuously
monitored in real time
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Data Inputs

# Monitoring
- 442 hours total flying time for Aerial iearn

Measuring System (AMS) fixed and rotary- - AM.

wing E AFRAT *da ing Jap midMa!)

- 207,830 total field measurements taken by Nern C aC

DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and E .C.s....
deployed teams - USAF, WG.135 Const°ant Phoeni

Sg- Futenma Marne Corps Air StlaLo
Sampling - NiclearRegulatory Commissio

- 610 total air samples taken at US facilities a ..a.. Reactors

throughout Japan for lab analysis in US Mini Jstof Fojre'igpAffrs MOFA)

119 total in situ ground spectra taken N-Nulear Safet Technolgy Center

throughout Japan for lab analysis in US Tokyo Electr.c.Po. e Company (PCO)
soi Ministry of Agriculture, Forestryand

96 Japan soil samples received, inprocessed, Fsheres(MAFF)
and being prepared by SRS Environmental Scince, anduTecnology So,

Lab for analysis MInistry of Health, 'A/elfare and Labor

Shipped 19 soil samples to SRS NuclearanddihdSati/Agenq
Nulear.Safety Co..lss!..
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

° Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and
sampling should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of
contamination of agricultural products grown in these areas

o AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical
background

o The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the
radioactive material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these
areas may be warranted.

Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

• Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

i~i



Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

•i First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during

the first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not
an urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by
orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease, This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the
second year DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in

the second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until
radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations accountfor multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days
following its release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents
would accumulate the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2
years, 50 years).

OFFeICALUSE ONLY-
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Aerial Monitoring Survey AreaS FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI
Overview Aerial Monitoring Contoured Results (3117 -041712011) JAPAN



Sheltering Assumptions No Shelterinq AssumDtions
-40% dose reduction factor for spending 16 hours a day inside .no dose reduction factor for time spent indoors
a wooden house and 8 hours outside - takes into account radioactive decay of the source material

* takes into account radioactive decay of the source material • includes the effects of external radiation due to material
-includes the effects of external radiation due to material deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended

deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended 0 10 20 30 radioactive particles
radioactive particles lijj.es
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

, An assessment of measurements gathered through 27 April
continues to show:
- Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles

- Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since
20 March

. An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 27 April shows:
- Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation

- All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 ýR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk

- Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated

. ... ... . .. . .... 21
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Forecast Weather
April 28, 2011 (JST)

04/28/1104:00 JST 04/28/11 12:00 JST 04/28/1120:00 JST
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Planned Operations: Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring (Aerial)
- Operational priority: Re-fly areas of highest deposition to confirm no

new releases and monitor decay
* AMS C-12: No AMS flights due to other missions
# AMS UH-1: Weather and winds permitting, start the 4 high resolution survey

areas in the 60 km to 80 km arc west to northwest of the Fukushima Daiichi
NPP at 100Oft AGL and 2000 foot line spacing

, Field Monitoring (Ground)
- Conduct beta/gamma surveys, mobile surveys, in situ measurements,

and collect soil samples inside the 30 km to 80 km area south of
Natori. The team will stay overnight in Nihonmatsu to provide required
survey time

- Conduct beta/gamma surveys, mobile surveys, in situ measurements,
and collect soil samples as appropriate outside the 80 km ring in the
valley surrounding the Tohoku Expressway near Kuroiso

- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and the
Embassy

0-FFI _IA 1SEA-O~Y



Key Legend
DOE Ground Monitoring

* UH-1 Sortie Coverage

o C-12 Sortie Coverage

Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 28, 2011 Operational Period
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Japan Earthquake Response

April 29, 2011 //0600 EDT

I
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This information is for limited distribution to
those with a

NEED TO KNOW
and should not be forwarded outside your

agency or organization without prior
clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident Team
(b)(6)
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DOE/NNSA Objective

, Objective: Collect data and provide measurement
results and technical advice on radioactive
contamination and radiation exposure:
- In support of the State Department in advising American citizens

on protective action and evacuation guidelines

- In support of DoD in its efforts to safely conduct humanitarian
assistance/disaster relief operations and advise on
departure/return of military dependents

- In support of the Government of Japan (GOJ) in producing
guidelines on relocation and use of agricultural lands

-0ffl0AUY---



Current Status

TEPCO says levels of radioactive iodine in seawater samples taken near one of the
plant's crippled reactors are down by more than half from the previous day. TEPCO
says the level of radioactive iodine-131 per cubic centimeter in samples collected
near the water intake of the No. 2 reactor was 63 becquerels on Wednesday.

TEPCO released revised estimates of core damage in reactors 1-3. Estimated damage
in No.1 reactor decreased from 70 to 55 percent due to data error. Core damage
estimates for reactors 2 and 3 raised to 35 and 30 percent respectively. TEPCO says
corrected estimates will not affect Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency's crisis
rating of 7.

Test to increase water injection into No. 1 reactor vessel yielded positive signs, with
temperature and pressure falling as expected. Test is part of plan to fill and stabilize
No 1 and 3 containment vessels with water by July.

Water may be leaking from the No. 4 reactor fuel pool. However, TEPCO announced
that lower than expected water levels likely caused by water evaporating due to
high temperature from spent fuel. While utility concluded overall integrity of pool is
maintained, it noted there might be some minor leakage.

OGFFICALUSE-ONLY--



DOE/NNSA Emergency Response

Command, Control, Coordination:
- Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall response
- Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy

- Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
- Liaisons: DART

Modeling and Assessment
- National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): Conducting

predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling
- Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT)**: Providing scientific

assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights

, Field Monitoring
- Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT)**: Conducting

ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results analysis
- Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for mapping

radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 platforms: 1 Fixed, 1
Rotary

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
- Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs (LLNL & LANL):

Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
- Savannah River Site (SRS)**: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

, Medical Consultation
- Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS):

Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

Dea

Yokota AB

Dep oyed* (35)

(1) SLU

(1) SE0 Staff
(31) Field Monitoring

US Embassy Tokyo
(2) DART LNO

*The number deployed does not currently
reflect DOE/NNSA personnel assisting in
nuclear energy (NE) aspects of the response.

**Augmented by personnelfrom the DOE/NNSA

RadiologicalAssistance Program (RAP) OFFICIAL USE ONLY



i? Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

* Bilateral Coordination

- AMS scientist working at MEXT to produce joint products;
nearing completion

- Scheduled delivery of HPGe detectors with MAFF

-om~AtusE-oNtY--



Significant Events: Past,24 Hrs

s Aerial Monitoring Operations

- AMS C-12: survey in box southwest of Sendai, over the city of
Shiroishi at 1000ft AGL and 2000 foot line spacing to complete
the 80 km survey

- AMS UH-1: survey of the wedge near the lake to west of the
nuclear power plant at 1000ft AGL and 2000 foot line spacing

# Field Monitoring Operations (Ground)
- Conduct beta/gamma surveys, mobile survey, in-situ

measurements on roads outside the 80 km line and west of the
Tohoku Hwy

- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at'Yokota AB
and the Embassy (air sample collections set for 48 hours)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY~



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs

# Modeling and Assessment
- NARAC continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess

time correlated deposition, conduct trend analysis, and correlate dose
rate measurements with actual weather patterns

e Sampling and Analysis
- Continued CMHT analysis of air samples processed at GEL Laboratory

- Initial analysis on 90 GOJ-collected soil samples completed by
Savannah River Site; data products

- LLNL received three shipments of swipe samples on 4/26

s Medical Consult
- Nothing substantive to report

, Nuclear Incident Team
- Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets

to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
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Infield Monitoring System
Live Status Board

F M ntrn SytmInfield Monitorig S

OW N"* An array of sodium iodide
•'• radiation detectors placed

..* . at key locations, as
identifed by the green dots,
around Fukushima Daiichi

4 The Infield Monitoring
System detects changes in
radiation levels

IIMS is continuously
monitored in real time
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uata Inputs

Or anizations Providin.Dat,
Monitoring Consequence Managemen Responi
- 452 hours total flying time for Aerial Team

- CMIRT
Measuring System (AMS) fixed and rotary-
wing AFRAT (depaitng JapanmiMa

- 214,970 total field measurements taken by aEmergncy C

DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and E•i,,,,,oyo-USAF..BSC Commander..
deployed teams - USAF, v: P.....USFAC-3 Cosan°henix•

* Sampling - ,,ýea Reguiaiory Commsn

615 total air samples taken at US facilities al Reaclo•s

throughout Japan for lab analysis in US .Aistof ForeignAffairs (MOFA)
126 total in situ ground spectra taken learSTy Iecn •yCete

throughout Japan for lab analysis in US - o eCf•ijn•c iCompany PC
"Ish ,!Pnis~ , of Agricultue, Foresty.~d.

96 Japan soil samples received, inprocessed,... ..... iMAFF)

and undergoing analysis by SRS -Mi onistof Educ•oCultu.e

Environmental Lab -iinislry of Health, Welfanre a Id Labor
- udlear and Indusridal Safe~tyAge.q

Shipped 19 soil samples to SRS sa'l: ` NucI:ar Saft •Commissirn
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and
sampling should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of
contamination of agricultural products grown in these areas

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical
background

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the
radioactive material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these
areas may be warranted.

Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Guide to Interpretation
WUS EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during

the first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not
an urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by
orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the
second year DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in

the second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until
radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days
following its release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents
would accumulate the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. I year, 2
years, 50 years).
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Sheltering Assumptions No Shelteripq Assuurnions
-40% dose reduction factor for spending 16 hours a day inside -no dose reduction factor for time spent indoors
a wooden house and 8 hours outside . takes into account radioactive decay of the source materil

-takes into account radioactive decay of the source material . includes the effects of external radiation due to material
* includes the effects of external radiation due to material deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended
deposited on the ground and inhalation of resuspended 0 10 20 30 radioactive partides
radioactive particles MJles

m~illorneters
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

. An assessment of measurements gathered through 27 April
continues to show:
- Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles

- Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since
20 March

, An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 27 April shows:
- Radiation levels-far below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation

- All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk

- Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated
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Forecast Weather
April 30, 2011 (JST)

04/30/201104:00 JST 04/30/201112:00 JST 04/30/201120:00 JST
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Planned Operations: Next 24 Hrs

. Field Monitoring (Aerial)

- AMS C-12: No flights planned

- AMS UH-1: No flights planned

, Field Monitoring (Ground)

- Continue beta/gamma surveys, RSI survey, in-situ measurements, and soil samples as
appropriate outside the 80 km ring in the valley surrounding the Tohoku Expressway
near Kuroiso

- Continue monitoring activities at CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and Embassy

* Assessment

- Produce updated agricultural impact, exposure rate, and integrated dose products based
on aerial and ground measurements

- Produce updated Protective Action Guidelines (PAG) map products

- Maintain common set of radiological data with data from USG (DoD, DOE) and GOJ
(MEXT, METI, and MAFF), including both manned and automatic monitoring points

- Assess air filter and in situ analyses to gather information on isotopic composition of
radioactive material in air and on ground

- FICA SE ONLY-



Key Legend
U DOE Ground Monitoring

UH-P Sortie Coverage

0 C-1 2 Sortie Coverage

Yokc

Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 30, 2011 Operational Period
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ýEffcctive today DOE will jproduce only oneSITREýP Monday thio~ugk Frfdawhich will
lbe trnSmi-. i1. a 0730.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

29 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

Yellow highlightedtexit lid 6Updates toi.tls caerston. Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading. Each entry is
labeled with the source or the time and date of the latest SITREP that updated the
information. Less frequent information updates are available from Japanese agencies.

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Per NI{K, Radioactive levýe ihalved at reactor water int~ake. ~TEPCO,ýiyalclso
radioactive iodine in seawater saniplcs taken near one of the plant's crippled reaictors are
down by. more than half froimthicprevious day. TEPCQ) says the level- of radloaptive
iodine-1 31 per cuibic cerlntimete in ,)aiples collected ne:ar the Nvatcr Int~Ak: (Athc No. 2
reactor was 63 beqeeonWdcdy The figuire is 1~,600 ilctleýk hpbu
marked tfirstdlechine in 3y6s. 2 0600e 429 SIatEiu

Confirmation of Core Damag~e Estimation:~ Per eillfrom TEPOtht; orret
numhersf torcore: damage esutmationalre.

" U•Mit 1: D.ownward to 5 g forom the originat•'%est7mat0on%

"Unit 2: Upadto1" frorm the oig~ina[ )0 jutomaii aoil"

*Unit 3: Upward ~to 30% frorn the oiginal125% estirnatioti. (0600 4/29 SITREP)

Per Kyodo, increased water injection into No. I reactor yielded positive signs, with both
the temperature and pressure inside the reactor vessel falling as expected. TEPCO
increased cooling water injection into Unit No. 1 reactor. As of lOam JST, 4/27,
TEPCO increased the cooling water injection rate water into the No. 1 reactor in order to
monitor changes in water depth in the containment vessel ,and check for leakage. Rate
increased from 5.9 cubic meters per hour to 10 cubic meters per hour. Further injection
rate increases (to a planned 14 cubic meters per hour) were halted due to slowly
decreasing drywell pressure. Water levels had increased by 10 cm at 6pm JST. The test
is part of the plan to fill the No 1 and 3 reactors containment vessels with water by July,
to cool the fuel rods in a stable manner. (0600 4/28 SITREP)

Per NHK, TEPCO announced that it is unlikely that water is leaking from the spent
fuel rod pool of the Fukushima Daiichi power plant's No.4 reactor, contradicting
earlier reports. Instead, TEPCO attributed the lower than expected water levels to the
water evaporating due to the high temperature of its 1,535 spent fuel rods. TEPCO said
that the water has been evaporating at a rate in line with calculations by experts. While
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the utility concluded the overall integrity of the pool is maintained, they noted that there
might be some minor leakage from the pool. (0600 4/28 SITREP)

TEPCO announced on Wednesday it would start building early next month, together with
US and French firms, a storage and processing facility for nearly 70,000 tons of highly
radioactive water. The utility firm aims to begin operating the system in June of this year,
and dispose of 1,200 tons of highly contaminated water per day once the system is in
place. (0600 4/28 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update:

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data Assessment
" Assessment of measurements gathered through 27 April continues to show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles.

o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 20
March

" An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in
the Tokyo area through 27 April shows:
o Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
o All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 j.Rlhr - a level

that poses no known health risk
o Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in

deposited radiation are anticipated

Recent events of past.24 hours: (0600 4/29 S:TREP)

Bilateral Coordination:
- 'AMS scientist working at MEXT to produce join&t prducts-, nearing

completion
- Shediled de'liveir' of HPGe detectors with NMAFF

Aerial Monitoring Operations:

- AMS i• 12: survey in bx southwestof Sendai, over the city ofShiroishi
at 1000ft AGL an 2000foot!• ine spacing to complete tehe 80ksurvey

- AMS IJH- 1: survey in box southwest of Sendai, over the city of Shiroishi
at 1000ff AGL and 2000 'foot line spacin~g to comiplete the 8$0 krn survy

Field Monitoring Operations:

- Continued beta/gamma surveys, mobiesurvey, n-stumeasurements, and
soil samples as appropriate outside th'e"80 km ring In the valle'ysurounin thhe Toou xresaynareroso
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- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and the
Embassy

Planned operations over the next 24 hours: (0600 4129 SITREP)

Field. Monitoring (Aerial)
Operational priority: Re-fly areas of highest deposition to confirm no new
releases and monitor decay
- AMS C-12: N flights planned
- AMS UH-1: No flights p1!pnnd

Field Monitoring (Ground)

- Continue beta/gamma surveys, mobile survey, in situ measurements, and
collect soil samples as appropriate outside the 80 km ring in the valley
surrounding the Tohoku Expressway near Kuroiso

- Continue monitoring activities at the CMOC TOC at Yokota AB and the
Embassy

Assessments
- Produce updated agricultural impact, exposure rate, and integrated dose

products based on aerial and ground measurements
- Produce updated Protective Action Guidelines (PAG) map products
- Maintain common set of radiological data with data from USG (DoD, DOE)

and GOJ (MEXT, METI, and MAFF), including both manned and
automatic monitoring points

- Assess air filter and in situ analyses to gather information on isotopic
composition of radioactive material in air and on ground

Updates by Reactor Unit (0600 4/29 SITREP)

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor
o Per JAIF at 0600 1ST 4/29 reactor parameters are: RPVTemp 130.3 C at

feedwater nozzle, RPV pressure (A) 0.51 MP•G, (B) 1.269MPaG; water level
(A)-l.65 (B) -1.65 meters below the top of the fuel rods. Cooling water injection
rate increased on 4/27 from 5.9 m3/hr to 10 m 3/hr. Containment vessel pressure
0.125 MPa abs. SFP temperature unknown.

o Per IAEA at 1800 UTC 26 April, Nitrogen gas continues to be injected into the
Unit I Containment Vessel.

o Unit #1 contains 292. assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o *Per JAIF at 0600IJST 4/29, reactor parameters are: RPV temperature' 120•3C at

the feed water nozzle, RPV pressure (A) 0.0 16 MPaG, (B) .020 MPaG-•water
level (A) -1.5 (B) -2.1 meters below the top of the fuel rods. Cooling water
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injection rate is 7.0 m3/hr: Containment vessel pressure 0.075 MPa abs. SFP
tempeaftureis 40.0 T.

o UniW2 SFP contains 587 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o Per JAIa•0 6QiJST 4129, reactor parameters are: RPV temperature 82.Y3T at

the feedwater nozzle, RPV pressure (A) 0.046 MPaG, (C) 0.012 MPaG. Water
level (A) -1.85 (B) -2.25 meters below the top of the fuel; Cooling water
injection rate is 6.8 m3/hr; containment vessel pressure 0. 10 17 Mla abs;

* -;FP Temperature is 47 T.
o Unit #3 SFP contains 51.4 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Per NISA, at 0600 on April 28th, spraying water by the concrete pumping

vehicle to the spent fuel pool of Unit 4 was started and finished at 15:15 pm on
April 27, last reported temperature was 83'C on April 25 (JST).

o Per TEPCO on 4/27, confirmed SFP water injection rates and evaporation rates
agree confirming SFP integrity even though minor leakage may exist.

o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.

o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel
assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA, as of 0600 JST 28 April, the SFP water temp was 40.8°C.
" Unit #5 SFP contains 946 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA, as of 0600 JST 28 April, SFP water temp was 27.5°C.
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 assemblies in the spent fuel storage pool.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o No change in condition/status several days.
o Temperature was about 27.5 'C as of 0800 JST on 25 April.

* Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o No change in condition/status several days.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.jaif.or.ip/english/
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html
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http://www.iaea.org/
http://www.mext. go.ip/english/
https://iportalwc.doe. gov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.jp/english/
http://www.fepc.or.ip/english/
http://english.kyodonews.ip/
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

Nothing new.

Bilateral Coordination

Media Reports

Pe NHK, Operator expects Hamaokarea ctor to reopen in Jily (not April)•. A\
pnuelearpower company in centraliapan has released its earnings projection inthe

business year through March with a io restarting one of its reactors i Te
Fukuhinma nucleair crisis has forced Chubu Electric Power Company to, shelve a plan to
reopeni the No.3 reactor at Hamaoka nuclear plant in Shizuoka Prefecture by the end of
April. The reactor was shut down for a regular inspection. Company President Akihisa
M1zun. otold report~ers on Thursdaydv hat the results a'.ssume that the reactorwill remain
closed until the end of June He szild te company rles-ewd the tentative timetalebo
present some form of yardstick to shareholders and Inv'estors. But,%Mizwlo sa.ild that the
company will seek local undersding for restating th•eNo. 3 reactor. Thý: operator says
the delay in restartinig the reactor should not affect summer electricitysupplis. But an~
abnormally hot summer like last year's might cause aa shortage ... nsc!utngt•he current
interchange.ofectricity w..struggling To a o ElerCompanes
litti)://www3~.n~hk4orip/dailv/enp-lish/28 39.hitil ~(060O4/249SITREP)

Increased water injection into No. 1 reactor yields positive signs The injection of
increased amounts of coolant water into the damaged No. I reactor core at the crisis-hit
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant has yielded positive signs, with both the temperature
and pressure inside the reactor vessel falling as expected, the government's nuclear
agency said Thursday. The plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. began raising the
amount of water Wednesday morning from 6 tons per hour to 10 tons in preparation for
flooding the reactor's primary containment vessel to cool the fuel in a stable manner. The
utility known as TEPCO will keep injecting the current amount until Thursday evening, it
said. Hidehiko Nishiyama, a spokesman for the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency,
said TEPCO initially planned to increase the amount of water to 14 tons per hour, but
decided to keep pouring 10 tons per hour so as not to cause abnormalities.
Thursday, April 28, Kyodo News
http://english.kvodonews.ip/news/201.1/O4/88299.html (0600 4/28 SITREP)
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TEPCO to rid 200,000 tons of radioactive water The operator of the crippled
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant says it aims to begin disposing of highly
radioactive water starting in June. The contaminated water is hampering efforts to
reactivate the cooling systems in the plant's reactors. On Wednesday, Tokyo Electric
Power Company announced it would set up the treatment system to eliminate radioactive
materials. The utility firm says 87,500 tons of contaminated water has accumulated in
the No. 1 to 4 reactors. It estimates that up to 200,000 tons of highly contaminated water
will be produced by the year end if all the water used to cool the reactors becomes highly
radioactive. The company says it plans to start installing the system in early May and
begin operating in June. It hopes to dispose of 1,200 tons of highly contaminated water
per day once the system is in place.
Thursday, April 28, 2011 04:02 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/dailv/enalish/28 04.h tml (0600 4/28 SITREP)

April 27, Kyodo News, Big tank may be set up under Fukushima plant to store
tainted water. Prime Minister Naoto Kan is considering setting up a big underground
tank in the compound of the radiation-spewing Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant to
prevent contaminated water from spilling into the sea, a fishery official said Wednesday.
"There is a bedrock 46 meters underground. The government has found that no tainted
water will seep below (the bedrock) and is considering building a tank there," Ikuhiro
Hattori, who heads the National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives Associations,
quoted Kan as saying. Hattori talked to the press after he and other executives of the
federation held talks with Kan, during which they lodged a protest against the
government for allowing the nuclear plant's operator to release a large amount of
radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean in early April.

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center
(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 28 0400-0800
Casey Ruberg
Tom Miller

April 29 0400-0800
Chris Behan
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Ronald Hagen
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